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Abstract: Here is a 14 word summary of the proposed book: 1. Ganit  (गणणित) differs from (formal) math, 
2. it makes math easy, and 3. makes science better. But it is hard to communicate this simple thesis, 
because colonial education made most people mathematically and scientifically illiterate, and blanked out 

indigenous knowledge. Therefore, most don’t understand any of the three:  गणणित, formal math, or science. 

The pitch is further queered because colonial education creates insular minds, which blindly reject any 
critique of the master, even without understanding it. Why? Because  colonial (higher) education was church 
education, designed to produce insular missionaries. The church rests on faith; to teach faith it taught 
ignorance. The ignorant are forced to depend on the guidance of  those they trust. Colonial education taught 
and institutionalised the formula: “trust the West” (and “mistrust the non-West”). To preserve faith, it also 
taught negative knowledge: numerous false myths, plus the trick of using  a chain of stories to counter facts. 

Contrary to the stock caricature,  I do not advocate blanket rejection of the West, but have always advocated 
a critical1 rejection. This while recognizing that the long Western tradition is to censor,2 and demonise critics, 
and that the church brutally tortured and murdered lakhs of critics, whom it was unable to answer.

My first presentation focused on history. Most school mathematics today (arithmetic, algebra, 
“trigonometry" and calculus,3 probability and statistics4) was imported by Europe, from India, for its 
practical value, between the 10th and 16th c. CE. Due to cultural dissonance, Europeans failed to understand 

some features of   गणणित.5 They changed normal to formal math by adding a layer of religiously biased 
metaphysics6 (which added nil to  its practical value and enormously to its difficulty). This transformed math 
was returned as “superior” through colonial education, and we did not cross-check either its false history 
(e.g. “Newton invented calculus”) or that claim of “superiority”, and refuse to do so today.   

This talk will explain how to cross-check: it will elaborate on the philosophical difference between गणणित 
(or normal math) and formal math. First, (contrary to the colonial myth) math is not universal, but is 
influenced by culture. E. g., the elementary concept of angle is wrongly translated in our Hindi school texts, 

just because the concepts of angle in गणणित and math are (even instrumentally) different. 

The major cultural influence on Western math was obviously that of the church. It taught Western 
ethnomathematics to teach reasoning to its future priests in Cambridge, on myths about Euclid7 and related 
superstitions8 about the contents of the book he purportedly wrote. This resulted in the obvious foolishness9 
of the Cambridge math syllabus, even in the 20th c. Incidentally, we compound that foolishness10 while 
officially refusing11 to provide evidence for “Euclid”. During the Crusades, the church created its theology of 
reason, to persuade Muslims who accepted only reason (as in aql-i-kalam). Because the church aim was 
persuasion, it declared proof as the objective of math, as in formal math today. Because facts are inimical to 
church dogmas, it prohibited the use of facts in proofs, exactly as is done in formal math today.12 

Another false myth is that गणणित lacked proof. As a counter-example, I consider an Indian proof of the 
Pythagorean theorem.13 The proof involves the empirical, but there is no formal proof of the theorem prior to  
the 20th c., contrary to the false myths in our school texts that Pythagoras or “Euclid” gave such proofs. 

Anyway, गणणित accepts empirical proofs, formal math prohibits them. Acceptance of empirical proof is 
often foolishly caricatured in the West as rejection of reason. I give counter-examples to show this is false. 

Indians used both empirical proofs and reasoning, in philosophy as well as गणणित,  as does science today.14 

So, why is गणणित inferior, especially if it is to be taught for science?  Further, the use of the word “reason” 
involves a church double speak: the church (not the Greeks) invented metaphysical reasoning (reason minus 
facts, formal reason) contrary to normal reason (reason plus facts). Our school texts use one word “reason” 



indiscriminately for both scientific (normal) reasoning and church (formal) reasoning, to advocate a (formal) 
mathematics which teaches church “reasoning” for its purported use in science. 

Because facts are prohibited, the axioms of formal math (such as those of set theory) are pure metaphysics  
(i.e., irrefutable in the Popperian sense). Hence, formal mathematical theorems are never certain truths, and 
need not even be approximately valid knowledge. They can mislead, since the metaphysics of infinity in 
formal math (e.g. formal “real” numbers) is religiously biased since allied to church dogmas of eternity.15 On  
Western superstition, deduction is infallible. I explain why formal mathematical theorems are not even 
certain relative truths. At best, they are FALLIBLE relative truths (relative to both axioms and logic16),  

Another key difference is that गणणित (though it had proofs) focused on calculation. Calculation is the source 
of practical value in everything from shopping for groceries to determining rocket trajectories, or finance17 
and AI. E.g., though Columbus supposedly proved the earth is round, mathematically backward Europeans 
were unable to calculate the earth’s radius for centuries, as others had done millennia earlier, and this failure 
of calculation led to huge navigational disasters specific to Europeans, which lasted until the late 18 th c.18  
Again, the “Pythagorean” “theorem” in the Manava śulba-sūtra19 10.10 states how to calculate the diagonal 
of a rectangle, using square-roots, impossible with Greek and Roman numerals.   

The third difference follows:  गणणित accepted inexactitude in calculation. While precision is needed, 
calculations are inevitably inexact20 or “approximate”: this is obvious when they involve entities such as 

√2 declared as सवविशेष.21 All calculations done on digital computers today are inexact.22 Formal math 
however claims exactitude. This is plain superstition, e.g. the Pythagorean theorem is not exactly true 
anywhere in the real world; not on the curved surface of the earth, not in space which too is curved. 

The Western superstition that math is exact arose from a related Western religious superstition that math is 
eternal truth. Plato said that mathematics (from mathesis) arouses the eternal soul.23 Proclus24 explained this 
by sympathetic magic: math arouses the eternal soul just because math has eternal truths. This belief 
persisted as a post-Crusade church superstition that “God rules the world with eternal laws of nature”,25 
written in “the language of eternal truth: mathematics”. The Western attempt to sum Indian infinite series 
exactly led to a fantasy world  of metaphysics (of infinity, formal “real” numbers), mimicking Aquinas’ 
metaphysics of angels.26 Few understand the trick of using biased metaphysics in math to push religiously 
biased conclusions into science, as in the creationism of Stephen Hawking.27 Likewise, politically biased 
conclusions (e.g. “Arrow’s impossibility theorem”) can be pushed into economics28 through formal math.  

That is, while math “works” for science, what “works” is normal math; the formal math part, or the layer 
of metaphysics added to it by the West, is redundant. However, metaphysics does add political value 
(exclusively for the West) for the axioms of school and university math were all laid down by authoritative 
Western mathematicians, and a revolt is needed before alternatives can be mainstreamed. 

Some confusing tricks are used to hide the religious connection of Western (formal) math. These include (1) 
emphasizing aesthetics over practical value, clearly absent in current, formal math,29 (2) confounding the 
metaphysics in math with mere abstraction, and (3) myths about Greek achievements in math, to hide the 
church invention of formal reasoning. 

Pedagogically, the book on Rajju Ganit30 is ready, and Pune University may accept31 the secular math course 
on calculus without limits.32 Scientifically, Newton, though abusively anti-church in his censored writings,33 
was a fanatic Christian.34 His religiosity about “laws of nature”, and consequent misunderstanding of the 
Indian calculus,35  led him to make time metaphysical, and this was the very reason why his physics failed a 
century ago.36 My (revised) theory of retarded gravitation37 aims to use the two-satellite experiment (and 
‘Oumuamua) to test for special relativistic (v/c) gravitational effects inexplicable on general relativity.

Conclusions. गणणित differs from formal math because गणणित is secular while formal math is based on 
religious superstitions. Ganit makes math easy because the metaphysics of formal math, as in Russell’s 378 
page proof of 1+1=2, adds enormously to the difficulty of math without adding practical value. Ganit 
improves science by eliminating the creep of biased metaphysics from formal math into science. 
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